Apraxia is a disorder that involves impaired ability to execute previously learned movements that cannot be attributed to basic sensory or motor disturbances. A thorough assessment of apraxia typically entails both pantomiming and imitation of transitive (tool-related), intransitive (communication-related), and meaningless gestures, presented in an array of different, process-dependent sensory conditions. Precise and detailed assessment tools are often timeconsuming and a shorter screening tool may be desirable for efficient surveillance of this disorder in stroke patients. In the present study, stroke patients (N ϭ 37) were compared to healthy controls (N ϭ 30) in their production of commonly used transitive and intransitive gestures. Five gestures (knife, flipper, tweezers, okay sign, cab hailing) were consistently performed with poorer accuracy in stroke patients when compared to healthy controls. The combination of gestures that best captured apraxic performance was statistically determined based on Z-score data. Results provide a shortened and sensitive method of detecting apraxia in stroke patients.
INTRODUCTION
Apraxia is a disorder that involves an impaired ability to execute previously learned movements, which cannot be attributed to basic sensorimotor or comprehension disturbances (Rothi, Ochipa, & Heilman, 1991) . Apraxia is readily observed in upper limb movements and is considered to be a disruption to higher level perceptual, cognitive, and motor systems that form a distributed praxis network. Current research models have identified the importance of examining specific processing deficits by including an array of subtly different conditions in which impairments may emerge (e.g., DeRenzi, 1985; Rothi et al., 1991; Roy, 1996) . Performance in these conditions reflects the integrity of both the conceptual and executive systems (Roy et al., 1998) .
We have developed an apraxia battery based on the model alluded to above. This battery is designed to identify disruptions at particular stages of gesture production, and so it is very comprehensive. Among these conditions, our model-based approach of assessing apraxia involves both pantomime and imitation conditions since it is important to consider the stimulus modality used to elicit movement (e.g., DeRenzi et al., 1982; Roy, 1996) . For transitive gestures (i.e., those involving tool use), the pantomime condition would require performance of gestures based on verbal descriptions of tool names and their respective functions separately assessed, in addition to a visually based condition (i.e., photographs of tools provided). Additional imitation conditions involve the replication of gestures modeled by the examiner when, (i) the participant executes the gesture after the examiner demonstration (Imitation-delayed), or (ii) the participant produces movement simultaneously with the demonstration
